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This digital strategy seeks to
provide an in depth evaluation
of the existing Graduate
Fashion Week (GFW) in order to
improve this strategy for the
2017 event.

Whilst the principal focus of
this study is to explore the
existing model of GFW: to
increase interest in the event,
attention is also paid to
updating the strategy to fit the
needs of the GFW target
market.

This is why the main changes in
the 2017 digital strategy
orientate around social media.
This is so the charity reaches a
wider audience, to make GFW
more accessible and to assure
GFW keeps ahead of the ever
changing digital world to make

the 2017 event as successful
as possible.

The new aspects which will be
pushed further in this strategy
will be: involve digital fashion
influences, create a GFW app
and involve not just the fashion
industry but start to
incorporate the music Industry
too. To explain why these are
the main aspects of this years
strategy and why it will make
the event more successful, was
inspired by Colin McDowell who
states that, ‘the hope behind
GFW is that young graduates
will be spotted by people
whose job it is to nurture,
promote and mentor fresh
creativity no matter where it
has been developed.’
(McDowell, 2013.1)

‘The hope behind GFW is that
young graduates will be
spotted by people whose job it
is to nurture, promote and
mentor fresh creativity no
matter where it has been
developed, and that’s why it’s
important for all those involved
with fashion at all levels and
from all regions to see and be
seen at this annual talent-fest.’

(McDowell, 2013.1)
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2.1 What Is Graduate
Fashion Week?
Hilary Alexander (fashion journalist and
trustee) ‘Graduate fashion Week is quite
simply the largest platform in the world
for being fashion talent.’ (Graduate
Fashion Week presents: The 25th

Anniversary, the Aftermovie 2016 ,
2016:00.1seconds - 00.29seconds).

Graduate Fashion Week is a charity
which was first founded in 1991 to unit
the creative industries between the UK
and internationally. The main concept of
GFW is to represent the future of
creative design talent by appealing to
’…30,000 guests each June [to gaze in
admire at] 22 catwalk shows, exhibitions
from over 40 universities, [alongside]
an acclaimed Gala Award Show…’
Graduate Fashion Week (unkown:online)

One of the huge advantages to GFW for
students is that it helps ‘…bridge the
gap between graduation and
employment…’ Graduate Fashion Week
(unknown:online). The charity event has
promoted various successful designers
who have built their career off the
event. Some of which are: Stella
McCartney,, Mathew Williamson, Julien
McDonald and first GFW winner
Christopher Bailey.

GFW has allowed graduates to ‘flourish’
and ‘…gives Art & Design students the
freedom to think, to dream and to
do.’ Alber Elbaz (date unkown:online)

2.2 The 2017 Strategy
To further improve the reputation in
which GFW has created, this report will
propose a digital strategy for 2017.

This digital strategy will cover GFW’s
situational analysis, GFW’s target
audience and demographic, a SWOT
analysis of the current strategy and
where it is situated in the industry, the
2017 objectives and what will enfold
pre, during and after the event.

2.3 The Objective
The main objectives which this strategy
will focus on are to: improve the existing
GFW social media platforms, increase
and widen the GFW target audience
through integrating other creative and
arts based students into GFW and to
encourage blogging, vlogging and
digital fashion Influences to promote
GFW through from pre to post event.
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3.1 The 5 C’s
The purpose of the situation analysis is to
indicate to a company about the
organizational and product position. It looks
at both the macro-environmental factors that
affect many firms within the environment and
the micro-environmental factors.

3.2 Company
Graduate Fashion Week (for further
information on the charity see page 8,
section 2.1).

3.3 Competitors
The competition for GFW could be considered
as any other fashion related event. However,
GFW is the only fashion event in England
which showcases graduates to a mass
amount of people and individuals in the
industry who can kick start their career.
Fashion shows in London such as London
fashion week and Vogue talent.

3.4 Customers
(see GFW’s target market/audience, page 12)

3.5 Collaborators

(see GFW’s sponsors on page 28)

3.6 Climate
Political - Political factors which may affect
GFW in the future will be The UK recently
voting out the EU, which will affect GFW as the
event is based in London. ‘Theresa May has
said she intends to trigger this process by
the end of March 2017, meaning the UK will
be expected to have left by the summer of
2019’. The UK leaving the EU could result in
the future, impacts on oversea graduates
wanting to take part in the event as it is
possible the UK could deny access. The UK
could loose funding for supporting
international students at UK universities. Also,
because of the political decision to leave the
UK (ie Brexit) there are concerns about
immigration student access.

Economical - According to Michele
Buchanan (manager at the London College of
Fashion UAL ‘Things have become very
difficult for students in the last year because
they can’t access grants now. You have to
borrow everything and that’s a big change.’
The Guardian (2016:online) Financial
situations for students, ones who live in
London especially, are struggling to afford
just to live. Some graduates have other
responsibilities too Buchanan says, ‘Lots of

our students who come through our Outreach
programme are looking after younger
siblings, so there’s that to contend with too.’
The Guardian (2016:online) Sarah Mower,
(British fashion council), highlights that the
‘Great talents, from John Galliano to
Christopher Kane, went to university when
there were no fees.’ ‘It can cost up to
£10,000 to pay for a graduate collection,’
says Mower. The Guardian (2016:online).
This is a negative as less graduates may be
chosen to take part as they simply don’t have
the resources to create garments and
compete.

Social – (see section 4.1, page 12 on GFW
target audience)

Technological – the advances in
technology could affect GFW due 3D printing
and creation of new fabrics adjusting the way
the graduates produce their catwalk clothing,
New software and advances in ICT could
affect the way GFW is promoted to it audience
or advertised during the event.
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4.1 Who are GFW’s Audience?
As GFW revolves around ‘…celebrating the creativity of students and graduates
within fashion’ (Graduate Fashion Week, 2016:online), it is know wonder that
students and graduates are its main target market. This is because the only
individuals who are allowed to be entered for the event are fashion graduates which
in turn would only inspire younger students who want to either attend or aim to be
apart of the event in the future. Other subcategories of people that would also
attend GFW are: scouts, people reporting the event from businesses and fashion
enthusiasts. GFW could expand its target market to other students who study creative
arts subjects like art, music, media etc. (see page 36 on how this could work)

4.2 GFW’s Demographic
Since 2010, GFW has opened its opportunities to international Universities which
means its demographic has widened on a global scale. This means in order for GFW
to target an international demographic the promotion techniques used to appeal to
over seas students, needs to range in diversity. In this sense, the content needs to
appeal to UK and Internationally. The best way to target both demographics is
through social media as it is easily accessible all over the world.

To determine a successful digital strategy for 2017 on how to appeal and target
GFW’s audience of students, the demography of which will encompass the study will
focus on social media and in particular mobile internet.

GFW	2017	Digital	Strategy	 12
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Figure 1: Graph to show Social Media – Using Social Media – Daily (Acorn, 
2017:online) 

4.3 Social Media and
Mobile Internet
Due to GFW’s target demographic being
students, the most successful way to target
the audience is through social media and in
particular, directly through their mobile
phones. This would mean in the GFW 2017
digital strategy should be revolved around
targeting the audience through social media
content, email, text, through the GFW App,
website and advertise on the GFW blog.
Figure 1 and 2 support this idea as these
graphs show that the highest bar on both is
student flats and halls of residence. These
individuals are more likely to look at content
posted online and social media through their
mobiles on a daily basis. They are also more
likely to download a GFW app as figure 2
suggest that students have the highest rate
in downloading 6+ apps. This is why GFW
should focus on targeting their demographic
through social media.Figure 2: Graph to show Mobile Internet – Mobile Apps – Number of  Free 

Apps 6+ (Acorn, 2017:online)
13
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Figure 3. Graduate Fashion Week 2016 Digital media (Lily Gee, 2016: page 22)

5.1 Digital Channels
Figure 3 shows the digital media platforms GFW are available on. Although the range in platforms GFW are available on is wide, the target audience demographic
doesn't’t use most of them so they aren't affective in promoting sales or the event. The most successful and popular apps of 2016 are as shown in figure 10.
These apps are the ones in which GFW need to focus more as their audience are likely to be active on them. Figure 4, states that ‘69% of Tumblr users are
Millennials’ Social Media (2016:online), therefore it would be an ideal platform to make itself aware to students looking into university and who are interested in
fashion courses. Those individuals being aware of the event could increase GFW’s following and likes, interaction and inspire people to take part in or attend the
event. There are a total of 1.65billion users on Facebook and 1300000000 on YouTube making these platforms necessities in GFW strategy as their accounts need
to be constantly active on these platforms. According to The Independent, ’Instagram has beaten Twitter as the most popular platform for advertisers and their
social media campaigns for the first time’ The Independent (2016:online). This suggests that Instagram is going to increase as a social media platform and GFW
need to be posting regularly and interacting with their followers, pushing them to use the hashtag #wearegraduatefashion.

Figure 4. A list of  the best social networking websites in the UK for 2016 (2016:online)

Instagram 2016:online)



5.2 Video Live
GFW already use aspects of video content in their previous strategies such as the GFW short
films featured on the website and the few short clips on Instagram. However, video content will
increase as a business tool to reach companies target consumer in 2017 due to the
prediction that it will only become more popular. ‘Social videos have much more engagement
than any other content format….The world of media is changing thanks to live video’. Forbes
(2016:online). On Instagram the ‘’…stories section launched in August, and the growth is
staggering considering 50% of Instagram’s 300 million DAUs and 25% of its 600 million
MAUs use the new feature after just five months.’ UK Business Insider (2016:online). Due to
the increase in demand for live video content, the 2017 strategy will focus more on including
videos on social media like Instagram, Snapchat, Facebook and Twitter. This will engage more
viewers and create more interesting and visual content on each social media platform.

GFW	2017	Digital	Strategy	 16
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Figure 6 – Last Time GFW were active on Twitter as of  06/01/17. 
(2016:online)

Figure 5 – Buzzsumo. Most popular articles on social media GFW. (2017:online)

Figure 7 – Last Time GFW posted on the GFW blog as of 06/01/17. (2016:online)

5.3 GFW Social Interaction
The lack of interesting content,
regular posts and interaction with
the GFW target market is not as
affective as it could be. Figures 6
and 7 highlight this as the last
time GFW tweeted anything was
the 23rd of November 2016 and
that last time they posted on their
blog was the 9th of November
2016, (as of 06/01/17). For the
2017 digital strategy one of the
main objectives is to increase
content on multiple social
platforms. This is because it is
more affective at reaching GFW’s
target market, this is highlighted
in Figure 5 which shows which
social media platforms has the
most interaction on GFW posts.



number of  followers
number of  Posts

number of  hashtag 
wearegraduatefashion 

used
number of  likes

18200

1824 2708

0

10100

6873

2210
2520

10099

1755

0

10246

656

0
0

0

Figure 8
Graph to Show which Social Media Platform has the most Interaction 

from GFW’s Target Market & how much GFW use each Platform

Instagram Twitter Facebook LinkedIn

GFW	2017	Digital	Strategy	

5.4 Social Media Platforms
Figure 8 shows a graph which highlights GFW’s following,
number of posts, how many people are interacting by
hashtagging #wearegraduatefashion and number of total
likes they receive on each social media platform. Where it
says 0 means the information couldn't’t be accessed or that
section was non applicable to that specific platform.

Instagram, Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn were selected in
this chart as they have been some of the most popular apps
used for businesses in 2016. The Telegraph (2016:online)
suggest that, ‘Facebook currently has around 1.4 billion
active users…’. According to the BBC (2016:online),
Instagram state that ‘there are now half a billion active users
on the photo-sharing app…’. Twitter (2016:online) confirm
that there are ‘313m monthly active users’. These statistics
prove that there are millions of people who have access to
these popular social media sites which means that GFW
should take full advantage of the amount of people they
could target.

Over all, this graph suggests that, in order for GFW to meet
its objectives: (reaching a wider target market) , their use of
social media needs to increase. Not only this but they should
post more interesting content to appeal to a wider audience.
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Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Threats
• Sponsors – wide and loyal selection of

brands and company’s
• Social Media Platforms – Not strong or

noticeable content, irregular posts,
doesn't post regularly enough,
doesn't’t interact with followers

• Create an app – so audience can help
vote for a GFW Winner, get direct
notifications on latest news,

• Competition: Other fashion events –
over shadowed by London Fashion
Week

• Planning & Budgeting – Strong existing
digital team which only need a few
alterations

• Website – too much flashing imagery,
images are blurry, not athletically
appealing, doesn't post regularly

• Record the catwalks and stream on TV,
Live on Facebook, Instagram,
Snapchat, Twitter etc

• University fees and previous event has
on students financial states

• Variety of Social media platforms –
Target audience has access to GFW on
various platforms

• Promotion – more competitions, needs
more Varity of promotional methods
like: flyers, guest lecturers, volunteers
coming into universities, placement
opportunities among students

• Incorporate non-fashion students &
graduates from other creative arts
degrees such as: music, media, film &
arts courses

• Wide variety of UK and International
Universities involved

• Web Traffic - ’GFW’ doesn't’t appear at
the top of google search

• Move GFW – host event in different
locations, Manchester for 2017

• Creativity of GFW Graduate and their
work and designs

• Has NO Identity – GFW needs a logo or
something which makes the charity
easily recognizable. GFW needs to use
this logo on all social media platforms

• Video content – social media/website

GFW	2017	Digital	Strategy	 20
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Figure 9: Graduate Fashion Week 2016 Objectives (Lily Gee, 2016: page 10)

OBJECTIVES

• To improve standard of  GFW social media 
Platforms

• To increase and widen the GFW target 
audience through using other types of  

creative arts students

• To encourage blogging, vlogging and 
digital fashion Influences to promote GFW 

through from pre to post event

2016 2017

22

The 2017 objectives for GFW are based off the 2016 ones but being more specific to achieve them and attempt from from a different aspect.
The objective to promote GFW to a wider audience is still valid but focusing the objective around social media. Constantly posting interesting
yet valid content on integrated social media platforms to appeal to the target market.
To increase the audience by including other types of students and graduates not only fashion design. For example, using talented music
graduates to perform live music for each catwalk show, involve film making and media graduates to set up or simply help the digital fashion
side and incorporate promotion and social media based students with prompting the event.
Finally, to include fashion influences (bloggers) to showcase GFW pre, during and post event as their attendance to the event will be exposed
to their large following which will hopefully encourage more tickets sold .

Instagram (2016:online)



7.1 GFW Strategy for 2017 (Traffic Light System)

GFW	2017	Digital	Strategy	

Pre Event (Red) – This stage should begin following on
from the previous years post event. This stage should
mainly focus on reaching out to GFW’s target audience
through social media/website/app, universities and
digital fashion influences. The red represents that
everyone needs to be aware of the event.

During Event (Amber) – This stage should focus on creating a
mass buzz during the event through constant social media
advertisements, posts, it symbolizes that the event still needs to
increase throughout.

Post Event (Green) – This stage should happen
immediately and continue until the following years GFW
Pre event. This stage should mainly focus on
advertising the 2017’s GFW highlights (winner,
sponsors & participating universities) to the target
audience and Possible audience’s. A buzz needs to be
created for the 2018 GFW by promoting new additions
that the event will have through social media.

Pre

DuringPost
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Social	media	
(integrated	

multi	
channels)	

Promote	
event	

activities

Post	relevant	
and	eye	
catching	
content	

Competitions	
Bloggers	take	
over	GFW	
social	media	

Video	content	
– live	

streams/	
YouTube	clips	

Digital	
Fashion	

Influences

Write	blog	posts

Post	YouTube	
video’s	about	GFW,	

Competitions,	
information,	how	
to	get	tickets	etc

advertise	GFW	
competitions	on	
social	media	

Post	GFW	Content	
on	how	excited	
they	are	for	the	
show	on	social	

media

Sponsors	

Work with	
sponsorship	
&	marketing	
managers

Announce	
sponsor	
activation	

Announce	
Sponsorship

Target	
Audience	
Related	
Events	

Showcase
previous	years	

work	at	
museums

Interviews	
discussing	GFW	
2017	on	radio	1/	

fashion	
magazines

GFW	stalls	at	UK	
Festivals	

GFW	stalls	at	
Over	fashion	

events	supplying	
info	

8.1 Pre Event Diagrams
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University

Promote	ticket	
sales

Email	university	
lecturers	to		

remind	students	
about	GFW	and	
how	to	get	
involved

Exclusive
university	

competitions

Promote all	
universities	
equally

Visit universities	
giving	talks	on	

GFW

Graduate	
preview	shoot

Planning	
&	

Budgeting	

The Digital	Team

Sending	invites,	
notifying	

audience	when	
tickets	are	on	

sale

Location	of	
event	

GFW	
App

Links	to	social	
media	and	
website

Information	
on	GFW	–
history,	

events	etc

Send	
notifications	
to	phones	on	
GFW	updates

Highlight
sponsors

Audience	can	
buy	GFW	

merchandise

8.1 Pre Event Diagrams
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8.2 Pre Event Timeline

Pre Event Timeline

2016 June - Sort out GFW 
2017 event location 

January 2017-Announce
Sponsor Activation 

Announce Sponsorship

Showcase sponsors on 
app

Work with sponsorship & 
marketing managers

March 2017- Graduate 
preview shoot 

August2016 - Release 
GFW 2017 date on 

website and social media

December 2016 - Send 
invites to VIP’s, Celebs, 

digital fashion influences

January 2017 - Notify 
audience when tickets are 

on sale or available to 
pre book

Notify universities on 
tickets and competitions 

March to May 2017 -
Promotion GFW 

Interviews on radio 
stations/fashion 

magazines 

Interesting content on 
social media, promote 

event activities 

Fashion influencer takes 
over snapchat and 

Instagram
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8.3 Sponsors
Figure 10 and 11 showcase the sponsors which GFW
have used or have as current sponsors. The current
sponsors showcased on GFW website as of 10/01/17
are shown in figure 11 where as figure 10 were the
sponsors used in the 2016 strategy.

GFW needs to highlight these sponsors pre, post and
during the event and upload sponsored related content
on social media while featuring it though GFW films in
product placement. However, Interesting content which
the GFW market want too see needs to be posted
before and after the sponsored content to assure the
target audience stays appealed.

Figure 11. Graduate Fashion Week (2017:online)

Figure 10. Graduate Fashion Week 2016 Sponsors (Lily Gee, 2016: page 
14)

28
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Deputy Editor

VIP/Celebrity Spotter

Social Media Manager

GFW App Developer

Social Media Assistant

Writer x3

Newsletter Manager

Manger of  Digital Fashion 
Influencer’s 

Illustrator

Lead Event Photographer

Assistant Event Photographer

VIP Front Row Photographer 

Digital fashion Influence 
Photographer

Social Media Photographer

Social Media Video Content

Sponsorship Photographer

Video Team x3

8.4 Planning & Budgeting
The table to the left highlights the entire GFW digital team needed for the 2017 strategy.
More positions have been added to suit the new, in demand requirements. Figure 12
shows the financial information for GFW 2015.

8.5 The Digital Team
For the main Digital Team, people who want to still be involved who have worked at
previous GFW events will fill the main responsibilities in the team and take on key roles such
as mangers/head of sections. For a new addition for the 2017 strategy, GFW will open up
their work opportunities for graduate students to volunteer. Entire new job roles have been
added to fill the requirements for the new strategy such as; GFW App developer, Manger of
Digital Fashion Influencer's, Digital fashion influence photographer and social media video
content.

8.6 Convince Individuals to work for GFW
• Use students who specialize in the specific areas
• Gain Experience
• Something to put on their CV
• Inform universities on volunteer opportunities

8.7 Do they have what it takes?
• Look at previous work
• Interview them
• Set them a task to complete for the interview
• Over 1000 followers on Instagram

8.8 Sourcing a talented team
• Advertise to university students via social media on how to apply, supplying a

portfolio
• Over 1000 followers in Instagram

29

Figure 12 GFW financial information 2015. (2015:online)
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Food	&	
Refreshments

Drinks
reception

Bar &	Cafe

Food	hall	
seating	
area

Small	food	
start	up	

companies	
have	Stalls

VIP	
Exclusive	
Dine	Area

Digital	Fashion	
Influences/VIP’s/	

Celebs

Photograph	
them	at	the	

event	

Ask	certain	
Digital	Fashion	
Influences	to	
blog	the	event	

Get	them	to	
post	on	their	
social	media	
while	at	the	

event	

Digital	Fashion	
Influences	

takeover	GFW	
Snapchat

Graduates	
Work

Multiple	
Catwalk	
shows	

Digital	rooms	
showcasing	

work

interviews

Industry	
Morningpresentations

Award shows

exhibitions

Sponsors	

Sponsorship	
backdrop	–
where	celebs	
have	photos	in	

front	of

Featured at	
the	after	party

Featured in	
product	

placement	in	
video	footage/	
social	media	

Judges

Judging	panel

Target	audience	
can	vote	on	app	
for	their	Favorite	

graduate

9.1 During Event Diagrams
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GFW	
App

Links	to	
social	media	
and	website

Information	
on	GFW	–
history,	

events	etc

Audience	can	
vote	for	their	

favorite	
graduates	
work

Send	
notifications	
to	phones	on	
GFW	updates

Highlight
sponsors

Audience	can	
buy	GFW	

merchandise

Target	
Audience

Raffles &	
Competitions

Interviews	on	
the	experience	
of	the	2017	

event	to	feature	
in	GFW	film

Encourage	them	
to	vote	for	their	
favorite	catwalk	
on	GFW	app

Social	media	
(integrated	

multi	
channels)	

Promote	event	
activities/	backstage

Update	Post	relevant	
and	eye	catching	

content	

Competition	to	go	
backstage	and	meet	
VIP’s/Celebs/bloggers	

Snapchat/Instagram
story	Interviews	with	

graduates	&	
celebs/vips

GFW	retweet/repost	
people	on	

Twitter/Instagram,	
photos/tweets

Bloggers	take	over	
GFW	social	media	

Video	content	– live	
streams/	YouTube	
clips/	Snapchat	&	
Instagram	stories		

9.1 During Event Diagrams
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9.2 During Event Timeline

During Event Timeline

Sunday 4th June – Wednesday 
7th June 2017 

4th June morning -Industry 
Morning 

Drinks reception 

Photograph VIPS/Celebs 
entering event 

4th June – Tuesday 6th 2017 -
Graduate catwalk shows 

afternoons  

VIP’s/celebs/digital fashion 
Influencers front row, blog 

event 

Live streams of catwalk on 
snapchat/Facebook/Instagram 

stories

Audience can vote for favorite 
graduates work

Interview Celebs/ViPS on 
opinions after catwalks 

4th June – Tuesday 6th 2017 -
Exhibitions/ presentations 

Digital rooms showcasing work

Interview Graduates 

Food and refreshments 24/7
Schedule Social media content 

throughout 
(photos/video/livestreams)

7th June - Award shows  7th June evening - After party

Photograph Celebs in front of 
sponsor walls

Sponsored product placement
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9.3 Digital Fashion
Influence’s and
why they are
important
A digital fashion influence is more
commonly known as a blogger.
Whether somebody is a digital
fashion influence or not is
subjective to the target individual.
It depends on whether someone
admires another’s style, taste or
even personality to aspire to have
their wardrobe or makeup look.

However, in order for a digital
fashion influence to add value to
GFW they need to have a large
following on social media to
attract more attention and buzz
to increase GFW’s audience and
advertise GFW to the mass.

‘It's now the number of followers
on Instagram, Pinterest,
Facebook and Twitter, rather than
your experience necessarily, that
can secure you a top job’ BBC
News (2016:online).
Some other qualities a digital
fashion influence should have to

be successful as a part of the
strategy for GFW are:
• Following. Not only have a

large following but an
International fan base.

• Brand extensions. Bloggers
could have launched their own
lines and/or collaborations.

• "It" factor. Bloggers who work
with higher-end brands and
those whom industry insiders
say are especially popular with
advertisers right now.

• Google News searches. They
should generate headlines.

A possible digital fashion
Influences which would benefit
GFW due to their following,
content posted and fashion
inspiration would be;

• Naomi Shimada -
• 33.1k (Instagram Followers)

• London Based
‘Naomi Shimada is a model,
filmmaker, columnist for InStyle
UK, and a body positive activist.

She’s an ASOS Curve model, and
a regular feature in youth
literature i-D and Dazed. She
represents brands such as Monki
and Selfridges in a way that’s
more than just modelling; she
symbolises a youth movement full
of positive vibes.’ WGSN
(unknown:online)
Naomi would benefit GFW as she
is well known and has a huge
following. She is London based
which means GFW wouldn't’t have
to pay her for travel or expenses.
Susie Lau (susiebubble), as she
previously attended the event in
2015 but as a judge for the
creative catwalk award (GFW25
2016:page 280), would be
another ideal blogger to attend
GFW. She has a strong existing
relationship already with GFW so
would be good at promoting the
event as she already knows it.
She has a large Instagram and
blog following so can reach a
wider audience.
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9.4 Digital Fashion
Instead of only showcasing
fashion design students through
catwalks and presentations, a
new addition to this section
would be to include aspects of
digital fashion during the event.

John Walford, GFW founder,
suggests that one aspect which
he would like to see in the future
for GFW is ‘…the electronic side
of the fashion industry [as it
should] be given much more
credibility’ Walford (2016:21).

One way to improve this lack of
digital exposure would be too
create a black room where
students could show their work
on computers, projectors and
through streaming videos. This
would add a new dynamic to GFW
and also be beneficial on the
budget as it would cost much

less to showcase talent digitally. ‘I
do think about how much
emphasis goes on catwalks, and
it’s expensive.’ Walford
(2016:21)

Film and media students could
also get involved with the
process of the pre filming and
editing which would involve more
graduates and encourage
different areas of creative
subjects drawing the arts
community together. By including
aspects like including other
courses would continue to follow
the original aim of GFW: to
‘…unify both UK and
International universities and
create a stronghold for the
creative industries.’ Graduate
Fashion Week (no date:online).
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Should GFW involve other 
creative based 

graduates not just 
fashion design?
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9.5 Creative Students
To support the idea of using students who study different
types of creative based courses, a questionnaire was given
to 20 students from various universities across the UK who
study subjects which would be a credit to GFW. The subjects
included:
• Film studies
• Film making
• Journalism
• International fashion promotion
• Marketing
• Broadcasting
• Digital media
• Music business and live entertainment
In conclusion the students all agreed that the event would
be better if more creative based courses could get
involved. This would attract a wider GFW audience and
benefit the charity as more people would want to be
included in the event and GFW could take their pick of the
best.
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Section 10.

Post Event
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Social	media	
(integrated	

multi	
channels)	

Promote	
event	

activities

Post	relevant	
and	eye	
catching	
content	

Follow	up	
with	award	
winners	

Schedule	
interesting	
content

Video	
content	– live	
streams/	
YouTube	
clips	

Collect	&	
activate	
press	

coverage	

Sponsors	

Sponsored	
blog	posts	
and	blog	
posts

Sponsor
reports

Social
medis

thanking	
sponsors

Thank	
Sponsors	
in	GFW	
film

Target	
Audience	
Related	
Events	

Showcase
previous	years	

work	at	
University's	

GFW	stalls	at	UK	
Festivals	

GFW	stalls	at	
Over	fashion	

events	supplying	
info		e.g.			British	
style	collective	

University

Have	stalls	at	
university	fresher’s	

week	

Advertise	
volunteer/placement	

opportunities	

Exclusive university	
competitions

Promote all	
universities	equally

Visit universities	giving	
talks	on	GFW

Send	images	and	
footage	

GFW	
App

Links	to	social	
media	and	
website

Information	
on	GFW	–
history,	

events	etc

Send	
notifications	
to	phones	on	
GFW	updates

Highlight
sponsors

Audience	can	
buy	GFW	

merchandise

10.1 Post Event Diagrams 
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Post Event Timeline

7th-10th June 2017 – thank sponsors
on social media and announce sponsor 

reports 

Write sponsored blog posts about GFW 

7th June-December 2017 – social 
media content to keep target market 

hooked for 2018 
(schedule content)

20th June	2017	- Follow	up	with	
awards	

June	2017	- Collect	&	activate	
press	coverage	

POST	DAILY	ON	INSTAGRAM,	
RETWEET	PEOPLE	ON	TWITTER,	
MAKE	WEEKLY	BLOGS,	INFORM	

JOB	OPPPERTUNITES	ON	
LIKNEDIN,	ETC	

Inform	people	on	upcoming	
events	on	this	timeline,	uni
appearances	festivals	etc

21st-25th June 2017 – stall at 
Glastonbury festival advertising GFW: 
students work, how to get involved, 

competitions etc

7th-9th July 2017 – promoting GFW 
work at British Style Collective 

(presented by the clothes show) 

18th August 2017 – stall at V Festival
advertising GFW: Students work, how to 

get involved, competitions etc

25th August 2017 – stall at 
Leeds/Reading festival advertising 
GFW: Students work, how to get 

involved, competitions etc

September 2017 – stalls at 
fashion/creative based university 

fresher's weeks supplying information, 
leaflets, competitions, social media etc

on GFW

Show GFW images and footage from 
2017 event – push graduates work 

from whichever university the stall is at

10.2 Post event Timeline 
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Section 11. 

Marketing Mix 
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11.1 The 7 P’s
The 7 P’s in the marketing mix, an updated
version of the 4 P’s theory, an idea first
proposed by academic E. Jerome McCarthy
(1960, cited in The Thinker Interviewer by Philip
Kotler, 2013) is about putting the right product
or a combination thereof in the place, at the right
time, and at the right price.

The elements used in the promotional mix within
the 2017 GFW digital strategy are product, place,
promotion and people. These particular p’s have
been used to evaluate and reevaluate the digital
strategy as they are most relevant and involve
new prospects which didn't’t occur in the 2016
strategy. This means that they need to be
continually monitored to decided whether they
are going to be successful or not to be implanted
into future GFW digital strategy.

11.2 Product – Graduate Fashion Week
Event 2017

11.3 Place – The location for the 2017
GFW would be hosted at the London Olympic

Village. It has been previously hosted in London
as it the fashion capital of the UK and is the key
landmark to showcase graduates who want a
career in the fashion industry. However, as the
event is increasing in popularity and one of the
main objectives for the 2017 strategy is to
include all creative based degree courses, the
event needs to be hosted in a larger location but
still in London as it has the appeal. This idea is
supported by John Walford who suggests that,
‘...I would take it out to the Olympic Village for
more space.’ Walford (2016:21)

11.4 Promotion – To promote and
advertise GFW, multi channel social media and
other online method’s will be used as they are
the most successful ways to target the audience
and it is easily accessible to the target market of
students. Personal email messages addressing
the consumer with their name and text messages
will alert the audience on upcoming events,
competitions, adverts and information on GFW.
Social media shall be used to put across the
organisations message to GFW’s audience of
students as it is an easily accessible platform for
them to access information and for GFW to

appeal to their emotions in the correct tone of
voice.

11.5 People – The Digital Team (see
page 28, section 7.1 Digital Team). Having this
team is essential in order for a smooth running
of the event, to capture the event through film
and photography and to then get it promoted to
the target audience.
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Figure 13: Diagram of  the 7 P’s (marketingmix, 2013:online)
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Section 12.

SOSTAC
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12.1 SOSTAC
Developed by PR Smith in the 1990s, SOSTAC is a
marketing tool for six fundamental facets:
’situation, objectives, strategy, tactics, action’
(Smith, 2004:9).

For the 2017 digital strategy for GFW this
process has been followed to assure the event
will be successful and the objectives are
obtainable. Most of the SOSTAC planning system
has been covered in full in previous sections.

12.2 Situation – (see page 10,
section 3.1 situational analysis)

12.3 Objectives – (see page 27,
section 0.7 Objectives)

12.4 Strategy – To assure the
strategy is followed the Stop and Sit, (Smith
2011:21), theory is applied to confirm GFW runs
smoothly. full information on each section is
supplied within this report.

12.5 Tactics – for full details on which
7 P’s were relevant for the 2017 strategy (see
section 11. marketing mix)

12.6 Action – The responsibilities,
structure of the event and the internal skills and
resources lye's within the GFW digital team to
assure the tactics are proceeded. (see page 29,
section 8.5 The Digital Team)

12.7 Control – To determine whether
or not the strategy has been successful, reports
will be used to analyze the sponsors, turnout and
attendees and graduates who took part review.

GFW	2017	Digital	Strategy	

Figure 14: Diagram showing the SOSTAC Planning System 
(Smart Insights 2012:online)
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Section 13.

Conclusion
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To conclude GFW are already the most successful fashion event to promote new
and up and coming talent. However, to improve further GFW need to meet the
2017 main objectives of: improve the existing GFW social media platforms, increase
and widen the GFW target audience through integrating other creative and arts
based students into GFW and to encourage blogging, vlogging and digital fashion
Influences to promote GFW through from pre to post event. If these are succeeded
then they will hopefully widen their existing target market, add a different dynamic
to GFW and keep up with the trends for social media in 2017.
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